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Prepurchase question: Sharing users
Posted by vitaliy2525 - 2011/10/31 10:58
_____________________________________

Hi! 
We bought JMS Multisites component and it works well, but now we want to buy Partial User Sharing
component for it. I want to know before purchase if it's possible to get what I need in our project with this
components. 

We have 1 master site and several slave sites. Users on all of them must be shared and be accessible
and manageable from master website. I know, it's possible. But we want to create one or more
administrators for every slave and they should be able to manage the users from this slave only.
Administrators on master should be able to manage all users: from master and all slaves. 

It's possible? 

Thanks in advance  :)

============================================================================

Re: Prepurchase question: Sharing users
Posted by edwin2win - 2011/11/02 12:52
_____________________________________

With the "Partial User Sharing" version 1.0.x the administator of the slave site will see all the users. 

We are finalizing the "Partial User Sharing" version 1.1.x that will be another product and that will
provide more functionalities and in particular will allow to totally exclude the users from the other website
event when they are shared. 
So that the users created in a specific slave site will not be shown in the other slave sites. Only the
website that will physically own the users will be able to see all the users. 

We still have to write the documentation of the version 1.1.x before to publish this new product that will
replace the existing one. 

Concerning the managing of the rights of the users from the master, the answer is NO. 
You will have to login in the back-end of each slave site to manage the permission of the users. 
The new thing that will be introduced in the version 1.1.x is the possibility to decide which user is present
in which website and which website should be considered as the "home user site".
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